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1. Introduction

Two complote computer schemes are at present available for studying the
lattice plhsics of PTiH/ reactors. These are the Winfrith 5-group scheme (1)
and the SGtI! series of 2-group programmes (2). Studios reported in reference
3 showed that the two schemes were in flat disagreement ovor the void-
cooeffioient of reactivity of the "old" 61-rod SMGHV power reactor: a parameter
list for this reactor is given in .reference 3. The 2-group scheme suggested
that the void coefficient (as defined below) was only just positive, while
the 5-group scheme indicated that it was markedly positive.

Calculations using more elaborate and fundamental methods tended to
support the verdict of the 5-group soheme that this 61-rod design would have
an unacoeptably positive void coefficient. To assist in tho planning of an
experimental programme aimod at elucidating tha void coefficient of-an SHIrT
boiling channel, a survey was made, with both sohemos, of all the SGhVl type
cores which could be constructed With the fuel and lattice plates then
available at Ylinfrith.

The reasoning which led to the selection of the experimental programme
which is now (June 1962) under way is briefly discussed in section 7 and will be
reported in detail elsewhere. Mhen the results of-the survey were studied,
certain general principles governing the value of the void coefficient began
to emerge. The survey was therefore continued in order to clarify these
principles, and the present Report is concerned with the findings of this
survey. The main emphasis is on the predictions of the 5-group scheme, though
there is extensive reference to the 2-group scheme and some comparison with
more sophisticated methods of calculation. It must be remembered that the.
5-group scheme is not necessarily reliable for the calculation of void
coefficients' (though present evidence is encouraging) and that the conclusions
of this report must be treated with reserve until they have been compared with
experiment.

The 5-group calculations have all been made with the Mercury programmes
SANDPIPER III (4) and ARlISTOS (5). rThe Fortran programme ASETIUJSELrH6)
became available during the course of this study. Both the physics and the
nuclear data of METHUSEILH are slightly different from those of SANDPIPMR,
ARISTOS, and the void coefficients given by 10UT1IUSELAH do not agree exactly
with those given by SANDPIRER-ARISTOS; the differences have been carefully
reviewed by Allen (7). Although METUMSELAH is presumed to be more accurate
than the Meroury programmes, its adoption in this survey would have meant
repeating all the work done before it became available.

The discussion in this Report is confined to clean unpoisonod lattices,
though some consideration is given to the effects of temperature.
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2. Review of general principles

2.1 The definition of void coefficient. vie have chosen to define the
void coefficient VC as

VO = 100 k (p= 0.4) -k0 ( 0 ~= 8)] % (2.1)

where e is the coolant density .in gm/co. koD is evaluated in a
reactor which is axially uniform and which has a uniform lattice in
the radial direction. Therefore no account is taken in the calcu-
lation of either the radial and axial form factors, nor of the
variation of coolant density both up the channel and aoross the fuel
cluster. The radial form factor should be adequately accounted for
by the usual radial averaging procedures. Moxon (8) has shown that,
in one case at least, replacing a flat distribution of bubbles across
the fuel cluster by the variation of density suggested by current
views on bubble dynamics makes almost no difference to the void
coefficient. The effect of the axial variation of neutron flux and
coolant density is currently being studied with the programme
STAGNANT (9), and this work will be reported in due course.

It will be seen from equation (2.1) that a positive void
coefficient implies a gain in reactivity as the coolant density is
reduced. Thus a positive ooeffioient is destabilising whereas a
negative coefficient is stabilising. [:Fell and co-workers (10) have
shown that if V0 is very negative, a different kind of instability
may ensue.]. Since leakage always increases as the coolant density p
is decreased, the void coefficient of keff is always less than that
of koo, though the difference is not large for a big power reactor.
The present design aim is to ensure that the void coefficient as
defined by equation (2.1) is near-zero.

In present SGMY designs, saturated water enters the channel at
a density of about 0.7 gm/cc. The exit quality is about 13%, corres-
ponding to an exit density of about 0.2 gm/oc., and the channel -
averaged density is about 0.4 gm/oc. The reactivity held in voids
is therefore approximately

ko (e- 0.4) - o (o - 0.7)

kuo (= 0.4) (2.2)

and VO somewhat overestimates this quantity. However Vo is more con-
venient to compute, and serves to reveal general trends just as well
as the quantity (2.2). In some oases, the curve of koD against p may
have "wiggles" in it, and then no one parameter gives a complete
guide to stability.

It should be noted that, because of the multiplying factor 100,
VO is a number of the order of unity.
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2.2 Qualitative discussion of the effect of chazging the coolant density.
The void coefficient is, in effect, the first derivative of kIo with
respect to the coolant density p. The change of Vc with (for example) the
size of the fuel pins is a second derivative, and it is to be expected that
it will be very difficult to predict. In fact, certain general principles
have become clear and these are reviewed below. From the extended dis-
cussion given in subsequent sections it will be seen that, while. sme
effects are reasonably clear cut and predictable, others are so complex
that trends can only be discovered by computation.

2.2.1 The thermal region. Hydrogen has quite a large thermal absorption
(rao = 330 mb) and it is to be anticipated that the thermal utili-
sation f5 will increase as p is reduced, since this reduction
removes parasitic absorber from the lattice. Thus a first expecta-
tion is that the contribution of the thermal region to Vc.will
always be positive. However, a reduction in p also changes the
thermal spectrum in the fuel bundle, the hyperfine structure in the
fuel pins and the fine structure across the lattice cell. The
absorption rate in the pressure and calandria tubes will therefore
change relative to that in the fuel. The sign and magnit ude of
these subsidiary effects is by no means obvious. They are discussed
in Sections 4.5 and 4.6 below, where it is concluded that in SGHW
at least they will never outweigh the simple removal of absorber:
thus in SG.HW the simple expectation is correct.

2.2.2 The resonance region. The resonance escape probability may be
written

tam + Mto

where X,.' and 4r are cell-averaged removal and absorption cross-
sections in the resonance region. Since hydrogen is a resonance
neutron remover but not an absorberP it might be expected that
draining out coolant would reduce j; this implies that the contri-
bution of the resonance region to VC is negative. However, as in
the thermal region, there is a complicating side effect. The SGHM
has a cluster-type fuel element, and the coolant acts as a source
of resonance neutrons between the pins, as well as a remover. As
coolant is drained out, this source is reduced and the amount of
resonance absorption will be diminished. (Another way of describing
this phenomenon is to say that as the coolant is drained out the
mutual shadowing of the fuel pins - the Dancoff-Ginsburg effect -
is increased iith a consequent reduction in resonance integral. Yet
another way of expressing this is to say that interference between
the pins reduces their effective surface.). Computations presented
later in this report show that at sufficiently low coolant densi-
ties the second effect will outweigh the first. However, it does
seem that for SGUW reactors the contribution of the resonance
region to Vo is negative over the range of coolant density which is
of operational interest.

2.2.3 Fast effect. The main effect of collisions with coolant nuclei is
to degrade fast neutrons below the fission threshold of U-238. The
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opposing tendency, to retain within the fuel oluster neutrons which
might otherwise have escaped into the bulk moderator, is small. Thus
draining out coolant must increase the fast effect, and the contribution
of the fast region to V0 is always positive.

2.2.4 Presentation of sample numerioal results. Results for the old 61-rod
power reactor are presented in reference 3. Here we use one of the
cores whioh is being studied in the Winfrith experimental programme as
an illustration. This core has:

Fuel: 2.5 Co U02 , pellet diameter 0.5", canned in 0.036" Al
Fuel geometry: 37 rods .in 4 concentric rings
Coolant: H20 of various densities at room temperature (20C.)
Pressure tube: Al, inside diameter 4.52", thickness 0.128"
Calandria tube: Al., inside diameter 5.52", thickness 0.1921?
Bulk moderator: D20 of 99. 7 purity at room temperature, on

an equivalent square pitch of 9.50".

Except for the temperature, this core is quite similar to that of the
"new" 37-rod power reactor; a parameter list for this reactor is given
in Section 7.

Table I below shows the predictions of the 5-group scheme for this
core.

Table I

5-group predictions for the 37/0.5/2.5/452/9.5 core

p (gm/oo )( )t P £ _ _ (I0f )

0.2 1.5430 0.7632 1.0352 0.6087 1.3218
0.4 1.5168 0.7726 1.0340 0.5831 1.3046
0.6 1.4952 0.7854. 1.0336 0.5753 1.2979
0.8 1.4755 0.7972 1.0328 0.5712 1.2922

VO = + 1.24Wo

Here (1f)t and (-qf)f are the ratios of the fission yield cross-seotion
(i ) to the absorption cross-section in the thermal and fast groups
(0 to 0.625 e.V. and 0.625 e.V. to 10 Mev respectively) formed by a
2-group condensation of the original 5 groups: this condensation is
described in reference 5. p is here defined by

the cross-sections being averaged over the whole of the above-thermal
region. kco is then given by

kf ± ( (-4 O d
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Finally, 6E- is defined as the ratio of the fission yield in the top
group of the 5-group scheme (above the fast fission threshold) to the
fission yields in the other 4 groups. Table II shows the predictions
of the two-group scheme for the same core:

Table II

2-group predictions for the 37/0.5/2.5/452/9.5 core

e (g/oo) 5 f5  p k CD -

0.2 1.4820 0.8524 1.0319 1.3036
0.4 1.4686 0.8585 1.0307 1.2994
0.6. 1.4567 0.8649 1.0295 1.2970
.0.8 1.4457 0.8714 1.0284 1.2956

Vo - + 0.38%

These tables show that, according to both schemes,n 'f and E give
positive contributions to V0, while p gives a negative contribution:
this is in agreement with the remarks of the preceding 3 paragraphs.
It will also be seen that the 5-group void coefficient is more positive
than the 2-group one. This seems to be always so, although the magni-
tude of the difference varies widely. The results in Tables I and II
are shown graphically in figure 1.

In reference 3, an attempt was made to locate the discrepancy
between the two schemes by comparing the variations with coolant
density of the quantities Fj , . It was provisionally concluded that
the discrepancy was in the thermal region, and that more sophisticated
methods of calculation supported the 5-group account of thermal events.
Further work by Green (11) suggests that, owing to the very different
interpretation put on the symbols 7tf, p and £ in the two schemes, this
conclusion is not entirely correct: about half the discrepancy is due
to the differing treatment of resonance capture. Calculations by
Briggs (12) using the Monte Carlo programme MOCUP suggest that although
the Hicks correlation (13) (which is used in the 5-group scheme) over-
estimates p, it reproduces correctly the variation of p with i, over
the range of interest. This supports the view that the 5-group value
of VO for the old power reactor is nearly correct. A similar study is
now being made for the new power reactor.
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3. Discussion of some detailed physics effects.

3.0 Arguments concerning the influence of certain detailed physics effects
on void coefficient are presented here.

3.1 Thermal spectrum. It would seem at first sight that when coolant is
removed from an already undermoderated. system, the thermal spectrum in the
fuel region must become harder. It is shown in reference 3 that this is
not sc in the old 61-rod power reactor. In fact, in this reactor the mean
value in the fuel of Crgs (I), the Westoott absorption cross-seotion of
U-235, is almost independent Of e. This quantity is chosen as- a criterion
of the variation of the thermal spectrum since the thermal utilisation may
be written

{5 5s(d) + so

where 0c is the number of barns of absorber (duly flux-weighted) per
U235 atom.

To discover whether the result referred to above is general, the
variation of ,a5 (W) with e has been computed in a typical experimental
core: the results are given in Table III below.

Table III'

Variation of MCa(W) with e in a 37/0.5/452/9.5" core

p (gm/co) (ras(W)

0.2 651.9 barns
0.4 648.2
0.6 647.0
0.8 646.8
1.0 646.7

It will be seen that once again cr, ((r) is very insensitive to coolant
density, and that the mean spectrum in the fuel actually gets very slightly
softer as coolant is removed. The change in o.5 (W) contributes about
+ 0.07% to Vc; this is not significant.

3.2 Thermal fine structure. The flux disadvantage factor in the fuel
increases almost linearly with 1C,, the inverse diffusion length in the
fuel. When coolant is removed both the average absorption and the
average transport cross-sections of the fuel region are reduced and there-
fore kV is also reduced. Thus removal of coolant may be expected to reduce
the thermal fine structure. This is confirmed by the results given in
Table IV for the 37/0.5/2.5/452/9.5 lattice, which we are using as an
example throughout this and the previous section.
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Table IV

Fine structure factors according to the 5-group scheme
for the 37/0.5/2.5/452/9.5 lattice

e(m/co) GR GRS

0.2 1.4127 1.5461 2.0041
0.4 1.4852 1.6270 2.0352
0.6 1.5463 1.6980 2.0762
0.8 1.5994 1.7607 2.1179

Here G is the ratio of the mean flux in the pressure tube to the
mean flux in the fuel

GR is the ratio of the mean flux in the calandria tube to
the mean flux in the fuel

GRS is the ratio of the mean flux in the bulk moderator to the
mean flux in the fuel.

(This conforms to the standard notation for physics calculations on
graphite reactors.)

This sort of behaviour has been found in all the cores examined so
far, and it seems clear that fino structure variations will always make
Vc more positive. Part of the discrepancy between the two-and five-group
schemes is now known to lie in their accounts of fine structure. Compari-
son with experiment and with more elaborate calculations suggests that the
5-group scheme is nearer the truth, but it must be remembered that the
calculation of fine structure in a cluster fuel element is a particularly
difficult matter.

The discussion of hyperfine structure is deferred to sub-seotion 4.5,
where the effect of pin size on Vo is examined. It will be clear that
hyperfine structure also decreases as p is decreased, and that this
further increases the void coefficient.

3.3 The Dancoff-Ginsburg effect. Dresner's first equivalence theorem (14)
relates the effective resonance integral of a lumped absorber to that of a
homogeneous distribution of the same absorber. It states that.the effect-
ive resonance integral is a function only of

'1-N V (3.1)

where c is the potential scattering per U-238 atom
F (15.9 barns in U02)

N 'is the number-density of U-238 atoms in the rod

S, V are the surface area and volume of the rod
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Rothenstein (15) has shown that in a regular array of rods (3.4) should be
generalized to

P 4FNV (3.2)

where y is the Dancoff-Ginsburg factor, the reduction in the current of
resonance neutrons incident on the surface of the rod due to interception
of these neutrons by neighbouring rods. Hicks (13) has used the relation
(3.2), and has shown that the functional form

-3.43+ 3-1o(r) (3.3)

(both RI and 0 being expressed in barns) gives an adequate fit to the best
measurements of resonance integral. Hicks uses the Bell approximation to
the Dancoff-Ginsburg factor3

+ - S/ Vrnvv (3.4)

where Xr is the macroscopic scattering oross-section of the coolant, and v.,
the volume of coolant associated with one fuel pin. (Hicks also has
special treatments for the cladding and for the fuel pins on the edge of
the cluster, which need not concern us here).

Combining (3.2) and (3.4), we find for circular pins that

o- * -+Smo Px (3.5)

where g is the pin radius and Scathe macroscopic scattering crosB-seotion
of the coolant at unit density, while

v
3 vA0 (3.6)

is the ratio of coolant volume to fuel volume.

Since equation (3.3) implies that the resonance integral increases
monotonically with T the following conclusions can be drawn at once from
equation (3.5):

(i) The resonance integral is a monotonically increasing function of
coolant density.

(ii) This change in resonance integral is smaller for large pins.

While the above deduction is based on the use of the Hicks correlation, it
is likely that the conclusions are generally true.
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The resonance integral is not of direct importance. The significant
quantity is the resonance escape probability p, which in the 5-group scheme
is roughly given by

-6f + °' IO )

Here U6 i* is the raw group 3 removal cross-section per U-238 atom, given.
(for an SGHW) by

where

VDy x ̂  (3.8)

is the ratio of bulk moderator volume to fuel volume. Also, Ga , the
group 3 absorption cross-section, is given by

o =r - o(ri.36 + 0a). (b0X) s)l

The above formulae oversimplify the physical situations sinoe they ignore
removals in the cladding, PT and CT, any fine structure in the group 3 fluxt
and captures by U-235 in group 3. The first two effects are not very
important, but in a typical SGHVI about 2% of all group 3 captures occur in
U-235. In ignoring these captures we overestimate p, but do not seriously
alter the variation of p with p and g.

Figure 2 shows the variation of p with p for a reactor with x= 1.2
and y = 6 (these values being quite close to those for the current 37 rod
power reactor), and with both 0.3" and 0.5" pins. A positive slope on this
graph implies a negative contribution of p to V0 . Therefore the figure
showes that the contribution of p to Vc is negative over the operating
range of densities, but becomes positive for very low densities. It should
be re-iterated that figure 1 'is based on the Hicks correlation (13). Cal-
oulations with the Monte Carlo programme MOCUP confirm the trend of p with
e for e greater than 0.3 gm/cc. They do not confirm the existence of the
dip in the curve at e values of about 0.2 gm/co, though a small dip might
be concealed by the statistical fluctuations inherent in the Monte Carlo
method.

Figure 1 also shows that the negative contribution of p to Vc in the
operating range of densities is larger for the 0.5" pins than for the 0.3"
pins. This point will be taken up again in sub-section 4.5, in which the
dependence of V0 on pin size is discussed.
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4. Parametric dependence of the void coefficient

In order to achieve the design aim of a near zero V0, it is necessary to
know how V0 varies with the main design parameters of the core (though there
are naturally many other constraints on these parameters). The relevant
parameters are:-

Size, number and spacing of the fuel pins

Can thickness

Fuel enrichment

Lattice pitch

Diameter and thickness of pressure tubes and oalandria tubes

We find it convenient to combine some of these quantities, and to t ake as
our basic parameters the quantities

VH V
H2 andy D2 0

VU02. VU02

Sub-sections 4.1 and 4.2 are devoted to a description of the effect on V0 of
variations in y and x: these variations are summarised in figures 14 to 23.
In 4.3, we show that moderator and coolant temperature have only a minor
influence on VO, while the effect of varying the enrichment and the pin size
are discussed in sub-sections 4.4 and 4.5. The effect of pin arrangement and
of pressure and oalandria tube thickness are investigated in sub-sections 4.6
and 4.7, and the results are summarized in sub-section 4.8.

The present section is the heart of this report. Previous sections have
been descriptive, but we now present the large number of calculations of void
coefficient which we have made.

4.1. The effect of varying Y = VDO U/U0 2. Figure 3 shows the variation
of V0 with y for the 37/0.5/2.5/452 cores, which we continue to use as an
illustration, for both the 5 - and 2 - group schemes. This figure brings
out two rules which have been found to be quite general;

(i) V is a rapidly increasing function of y over the range
of design interest.

(ii) The 5-group value of VO is larger than the two-group value.

The first rule is of extreme importance to the designer, since change of
pitch is the only parameter variation which has a really dramatic effect
on Vc. It can be explained quite simply in physical terms. Because
*of the lo.T thermal absorption of the D2 0 bulk moderator, an increase of
pitch has little effect on the fast and thermal processes but it increases
p by increasing the removal cross-seotion for resonance neutrons.
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It will be recalled. that the contribution of resonanoe capture to V0 is negative;
as the amount of' resonance capture decreases, this contribution will diminish,
and VC will therefore increase.

This argument can be put into mathematical form. Table V shows that the.
variation of and (rj) 4  with pitch is very much less strong than that
of p.

TABLE V

Breakdown of k. for a 37/0.5/2.5/452 core at square pitohes of 8.84",
9.5" and 11.02", according to the 5-group scheme.

Pitch P C____ (q fX. _

8.84" 7.243) 0.4 1.5198 0.5732 0.7417

0.8 1.4798 0.5634. 0.7746

9.5"1 8.9703 0.4 1.5168 0.5830 0.7726

0.8 1.4754. 0.5712 0.7972

11.02" 13.4083 0.4. 1.5109 0.6045 0.8199

0.8 1.4.670 0.5897 0.8332

It is shown in tha Appendix that if the variation of f)4 andd with
pitch is ignored, then

-6 . 0 S36 O34
10 'O ° 8) -(Sf] 36 (Xp M) + ID -~ . et

This equation shows that if (1)f) and. were truly independent of
pitch, then ZVclyj would always be positive an- that it would diminish as y
was inoreased: more detailed investigation shows that the variation of the v -S
with pitch is not large enough to invalidate these conclusions. This flattenirg-
off of the variation of Vc with y indicated by this equation is illustrated in
figures 14 to 23, which show that these rules apply to both schemes of caloula-
tiob and to all cores.

It also appears that the differenoe in void coefficient between the two
schemes is insensitive to VD20/7UO ratio. This may be seen (for example) in
the old 61 rod power-reaotor at ro a temperature, results for which are given
in Table VI:
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TABLE VI

Void coefficient of the old 61 rod poTrer reactor' at
various pitches, according to both schemes.

Similar results have been found in all other cases studied.

4.2. Variation of void coefficient with x _ VH2Q J 2 . In all cases so far
considered it has been found that the void coefficient increases with x V=u20/Vuo
This can be clearly seen from the oontoiw maps given in Figures 24 to 28;
the contours are of constant void coefficient in the x, y plane.

Table VII below shoots the variation of V0 with x for a 37-rod cluster of
0.5" 2.5 Co rods in various pressure tubes and at various pitches.

TABLE VII

37/0.5/2.5Co: 5-group

Pressure Pitch
Tube

8.84" 9.5" n11.02"

. V_ % y V0 % y

0.844 452 0.21 7.24 1.24 8.97 2.69 13.41
1.390 503 0.43 6.56 1.76 8.29 3.73 12.73
1.635 525 o.60 6.23 2.01 7.96 4.16 12.39
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These results are plotted in figure 4. From this figure it will be seen that
Vc increases with x, and that We,/D>: is an increasing function of pitch.
However, the curves on figure 4 are contours of V0 against x at constant pitch,
while the analysis of sub-section 3.3 shows that the fundamental parameter is
y rather than the lattice pitch. Now if the pressure and calandria tube radii
are increased while the lattice pitch is held constant, y must be reduced:
this trend is clearly shown-in Table VII. Since V is positive (this
was established in the previous sub-section), this reduction in y will cause
a decrease in V0 which tends to mask the increase due to increasing x.
Figure 5 therefore presents the void coefficient at constant y rather than at
constant pitch (this is done.by graphical interpolation from figure 4 which,
although rather inaccurate, suffices to show the trends). It will be seen
that ZVc/Dx is now markedly positive for all values of y. The difference
between figure 4 and figure 5 can be explained by observing that a given change
in calandria tube radius makes a bigger proportional change in y when the pitch
is small than when it is big. Figure 6 shows similar behaviour for a 37-roa
cluster of 0.5" rods enriched to 1.28 Co, confirming that the trends of figures
4 and 5 are general.

This trend can also be understood theoretically. It is shown in the
Appendix that if the consequences of fine structure and the Danooff-Ginsburg
effect are ignored, then

ol836 crop

P f _ , I 4'P .
-O&TlP-f']

o( being a positive constant. The first term of this equation is similar to
the right.-hand side of equation (4.1); the contribution of this first term is
therefore positive, while the second is obviously positive (since the constant
0 > 0 ). Thus, provided fine structure and the Danooff-Ginsburg effect can
be ignored, ?V4/ZDx is positive. Only computation can show that these
effects do. not reverse the simple conclusion: this indicates why it has been
necessary to use computer programmes rather than.simple analysis for the
present investigation.

4.3. Coolant and moderator temperature. It is not to be expected that the
void coefficient will depend strongly on these temperatures: the applicability
of the results of this Report to the start-of-life conditions in power reactors
rests on this assumption. All the results quoted with the exception of those
in this section are calculated with both the coolant and bulk moderator at room
temperature, and it is assumed that relevant deductions can then be drawn for
the corresponding power reactor at hot working conditions. The results
presented below Show that in one case at least this assumption is well-founded.
These results have already been presented in reference 3 but it seems worth-while
re-presenting them here for the sake of completeness.
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Computations have been carried out, using both the 5 - and 2 - group
schemes, on the old 61 rod power reactor at four coolant temperatures ranging
from room temperature to operating conditions, and the results are shown in
Table VIII and Pigure 7.

TABLE VIII

Dependence of void coefficient on coolant and
moderator temperatures, according to both schemes

ooolat monra, 5 gp- V0 (%) 2 gp. Vo (%)

to8p 9 _10 81 in_10§Pitch 2~ 99 1Cj? n, 8k" I ., -c~ -j

20 20 -2.22 0.64 2.53 3.79 -4.53 -1.62 0.32 1.66

100 38.7 - 0.82 2.70 3.95 - -1.73 0.24 1.59

180 .57.4 -- 0.90 2.75 4.00 __ -1.82 0.18 1.55

277 80 -1.74 1.07 2.91 4.14 -5.03 -1.92 0.13 1.52

It is apparent that the void coefficient is comparatively insensitive to
coolant and moderator temperatures in the old (61 rod) power reactor. The
small variation which does exist is in the opposite direction for the 5-group
and 2-group schemes; the void coefficient for a pitch of about 10" increases
slightly with rising temperature according to the 5-group scheme, and falls
according to the 2-group scheme.

It should be mentioned that no allowance is made for the Doppler coefficient
of the resonance integral in the SANDPIPER - ARISTOS calculations (although
such an allowance is made in METHUSELAH): a cold resonance integral is used
throughout. It is plausible on physical grounds that the effect of this
omission on VO will be negligible, though it will alter the "level" of ke.

4.4. The effect of enrichment. It is fairly obvious that increasing the
enrichment will reduce the void coefficient, since as the U-235 content of the
fuel grows, the competition of the hydrogen in the coolant for thermal neutrons
becomes less important. This argument can be put on a formal basis. Since it
is the only parameter which is seriously affected by changing the enrichment,
we have

p=o-8

o 4

0-4
apacv d (4.3)
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This quantity may be symbolically expressed an

C Co

0C ai-a. p e<C
(4.4)

where a, b and e are constants. The last term in the denominator represents
the effect of fine and hyperfine structure. If we ignore the variation of fine
structure with CO and p, we find

_KL

'DPZCc

6 (Co- A,- bp- eC). =: b6[C N- (2-fb- I)
(CO -t-a 4 p 4e-C)'

Therefore, from (4.3) and (4.4), Z~c /3a> is certainly negative if
a condition which is comfortably met in all the lattices considered so tar.
The effect of fine structure is complex: it increases with both p and Co, and
these influences act in opposite directions. However, the computations reported
below show that the simple theory does give the correct conclusion.

Various results are available to dispJgythis change of void coefficient
with enrichment and those for the 37/0.5/503 lattice are shovin in Table IX .and
Figure 8.

TABLE IX

Ohanje of void coefficient with enrichment for
37/0.5/503 clusters

5 .group

Pitch 8.84" Pitch 9.5" Pitch 11.02"
y = 6.56 y = 8.29 y 12.73

1.28 2.04 3.14 4.77

2.0 1.08 2.34 4.20

2.5 0.43 1.76 3.73

2 group

1.28 0.93 2.00 3.59

2.0 -0.45 0.82 .2.71

2.5 -1.20 0.16 2.18

The clusters 37/0.5/452, 90/0.3/525, 37/0.5/525 have also been studied at various
enrichments. Results for .these calculations are given in Table X and are
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plotted in Figures 9, 10, 11.

TABLE X

General comparison of 5-group and 2-group predictions of VO

37/0.5/452

90/0.3/525

C

(

(

< d8.84", 9.5"1 11.02"
CO

1.28 1.33 2.21 3.39

2.0 0.72 1.70 3.07 5 gp.
2.5 0.21 1.24 2.69

1.28 0.51 1.35 2.49

2.0 -0.19 0.89 2.43 2 gp.

2.5 -0.65 0.38 1.80

1.6 1.65 2.80 4.46

2.0 1.12 2.1+6 4.30 5 gp.
2.5 0.40 1.71 3.66

1.6 1.35 2.49 4.22
2.0 0.65 1.95 3.80 2 gp.

2.5 -0.43 0.89 2.92

1.28 2.50 3.67 5.47
2.0 1.22 2.50 4.53 5 gp.
2.5 0 .602.01 4.16 -

1.28 1.82 2.91 4.59

2.0 0.15 1.45 3.45 2 gp.

2.5 -0.78 0.60 2.83

37/0.5/525

It will be seen that the two-group scheme
void coefficient with increasing enrichment.
prediotions of the two schemes increases with i
believed to be due to the differing treatment c
methods of calculation.

also predicts a reduction of
The difference between the
increasing enrichment; this is
of fine structure in the two

A breakdown of the results of a 5-group analysis is given in Table XI, for
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a 37/0.5/503 lattice with 9.5" square pitch, whence it can be seen that the
dependence of resonance escape on enrichment is very much smaller than the
dependence of thermal utilisation, which, as expected, increases stronigly with
increasing enrichment.

TABLE XI

Dependence of the components of kX on enrichment for- a
37/0.5/503 cluster at 9.5" pitch, aocordirg to the 5-group scheme

Co . _ . .
. = 0.4 p = 0.8 P= 0.4 p = o.8 p= 0.4 P= 0.8

1.28 1.1939 1.1246 0.4124 o.4-46 0.7971 0.8301

2.0 1.3881 1.3227 0.5016 0.4974 0.7861 0.8214

2.5 1.4831 1.4214 0.5575 0.5498 0.7778 0.8149

4.5. The effect of pin size. The investigation of this effect is the most
complex of all the studies in this survey. A comparison of the contour maps
for the 2.5 Co 0.3" and 2.5 Co 0.5" lattices given in figures 27 and 28 shows
that increasing the pin size from 0.3" to 0.5" increases the void coefficient
(though it must be remembered that these graphs are drawn on the assumption
that the detailed arrangement of the pins is not important). In order to check
this conclusion, a special investigation has been made on three lattices, namely

37/0.5/525/2.0.
6Vo .3827/525/2.0
93/0.3133/525/2.0

in which all parameters have been held constant with the exception of the number
of pins and the pin radius: this large pressure tube has been selected because
it gives some flexibility in the arrangement of the cluster. The number of pins
and the pin radius have been varied in such a way that the fuel volume is the
same in all 3 lattices, and the pins are arrayed regularly. Thus x and y, and
also the volumes of the cans, the pressure tube and the calandria tube are the
same in an cases.

These results which are presented in detail later in this sub-section, show
that the void coefficient first decreases and then increases with increasing pin-
size. This is due to the effect on the void coefficient of the detailed disposition
of the fuel rods. It is to be expected that the net effect on Vc of variation
of pin size will depend on the interplay of two opposing consequent effects, namely
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the variations in resonance escape and in hyperfine structure. The resonance
escape probability is found to increase with increasing pin radius, and the
hyperfine structure in each pin cell also becomes more pronounced as the pin
radius is increased. The latter effect leads to a lower mean flux in -the fuel
pins and a consequent decrease in the thermal utilisations For the results
currently available however, it has been found that the effect of pin size on
void coefficient is partially obscured by variations in thermal fine structure
caused by differing fuel dispositions.

The effect of pin size on p is discussed in sub-section 3.3. From the
computations reported there it follows that the contribution of .p to VO, which
may be defined as

loo [ F(0s)0 J (o;8)]

is -2.74 for 0.3" pins and -3.10 for 0.5" pins, with x = 1.2 and y = 6. The
increase of pin size therefore reduces the contribution of p to Vo by 0.36:
the reduction for x = 1.2 and y = 8 is 0.35, which is almost the same. Since
V0 is actually found to increase when the pin diameter is increased from 0.3" to
0.5", there must be an effect in the thermal region which overrides this
reduction due to the resonance region. This is clearly shown by Tables XII,
XIII and XIV below.

Table XII gives ken at j3 = 0.4. and P = 0.8 for the three cores studied,
namely 37/0.5/525/2.0 Co, 6J/0.3827/525/2.0 Co, and 93/0.3133/525/2.0 Co, at
the three standard pitches,8.84W square, 9.5" square and 11.02" square. The
table also gives the void coefficients, which are also plotted in figure 12.

TABLE XII

Variation of k. with pitch and pin size for 3 clusters with
the same pin size, according to the 5-group scheme
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It will be seen that at all 3 pitches, Vc has a minimum for pins of about 0.4"
diameter. In order to discover whether this behaviour was affected by enrich-
ment (as might well be the case, since it is partly due to hyperfine structure)
the computations were repeated for the same 3 clusters, namely 37/0.5/525,
6/o.3827/525 and 9310.3133/525, at an enrichment of 2.5 Co. The results of
this second set of computations are also shown on figure 12. It will be seen
that once again V0 is a minimum for 0.1," pins, and that the increasedaenrich-
ment has reduced the void coefficient: this is in agreement with the findings
of the previous sub-seotion.

Tables XIII and XIV give values of p, (,flY and (f)6 for these same
cases, and also list the differences in these quantities as p is increased
from 0.4 to 0.8

TABLE XIII

Variation of p with pitch and pin size for 3 clusters with
the same fuel volume, according to the 5-group soheme

Pitch 8.84" . 9.5" 11.02"

Cluster p = 0.4 p= 0.8 p= 0.4 p0 0.8 p= o. = 0.8
_ .

37/0.5/525/2.0 0.7650 0.8154 0.7922 0.8316 0.8356 0.8592

- .0504 - .0394 - .0236

6X/0.3827/525/2.0 0.7574 0.8073 0.7856 0.8245 0.8308 0.8539

- .0499 - .0389 - .0231

9X/0.3133/525/2.0 0.7534 0.8024 0.782i 0.8201 0.8281 0.8501

- 0.490 - .0380 - .0220

From Table XIII, it will be seen that the contribution of p to the void
coefficient is reduced (or rather, the negative contribution is increased) by
increasing the pin size. This reduction is rather less than that derived from
the computations leading to figure 1. This is because the quantity calculated
in figure 1 is not quite the same as that listed in Table XIII (the quantity
in Table XIII is the probability of escape from the fast group, and therefore
includes fast capture in U-235 and fast fission). A correction is also
required for the fact that. figure 1 is for an infinite cluster, while Table XIII.
is for finite clusters.

Table XIV hows the results for (04,{ and : the anomalous
variation of with pin size is clearly apparen.
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TABLE XIV

Variation of (fiS) and :na with pitch and pin size for
3 clusters with the some fuel vo.um&, according to the 5-group scheme

(Iqf)

(It will also be seen that the effect of () is to make Vc increase with
pin size. An inspection of Tables XIII and PLV will convince the reader that
the variation of Vc with pin size is beyond the reach of simple calculation).
The only effect in the thermal region which is obviously dependent on pin size
is the hyperfine structure. It was remarked at the end of subsection 3.2 that
the effect of hyperfino structure is to increase the void coefficient.
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Since hyperfine structure increases with pin size, the contribution of 6A,
to Vc might be expected to increase steadily with pin size. Table XIV shows
that this is not so.

In order to confirm that the results presented in Table XII are not
anomalous, the calculations have been repeated for the same fuel geometry, but
at an enrichment of 2.5 Co. These calculations are presented in Table XV
below, and in figure 12.

TABLE XV

Variation of ke, with pitch and pin size for three clusters
of 2.5 Co fuel with the same fuel volume, according to the 5-group scheme

It will be seen that the void coefficients for 2.5 Co fuel show exactly the
same trend with pin size as those for 2.0 Co fuel. It is now clear that the
behaviour suggested by Table XII is not an isolated anomaly, but a phenomenon
requiring further study.

An obvious complication is the effect of fine structure across the cell
as opposed to hyperfine structure across the pins. Since the effective fuel
cross-seotion must decrease as the hyperfine structure factor is increased, we
would further expect the fine structure factor GRS to decrease as the pin size
is increased. Table XVI shows that this expectation is also wrong: it is
flatly contradicted by the results for 0.5" pins.
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TABLE XVI

GRS for three clusters with the same
to the 5-group scheme:

Cluster

fuel volume, according
p = 0.4

GRS

1..18637/0.5/525/2.0/9.5" . a .

62/0.3827/525/2.0/9.5"

9/0.3133/525/2.0/9.5"

1.6767

1.6990

Calculations have therefore been made with the hyperfine structure removed.
This was done by switching out the RIPPLE hyperfine structure subroutine in the
SANDPIPER III programme. (The necessary modification to the SANDPIPER programme
was made by H. J. Terry). The results of calculations on the 37 and 61 rod
clusters are shown in Table XVII.

TABLE XVII

The effect of hyperfine structure
two clusters with the same fuel volume,

the 5-group scheme

on k. for
according to

Cluster V. (RIPPLE In) Vo (RIPPLE Out)

37/0.5/525/2/9.5" 2.75 1.70

630.3827/525/2/9.5" 1.93 1.12

37/0.5/525/2/9.5 p = 0.4 p 0.8

RIPPLE In 1.3813 1.3071

RIPPLE Out 1.3943 1.3321

63/0.3827/525/2/9.5 p 0.4 p = 0.8

RIPPLE In

I
RIPPLE Out 0

. .
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As expected, removing the }rperfine structure increases (q)t and reduces
both V0 and the change of Vc with pin size. Vc still increases as the pin
diameter is increased from 0.3" to 0.5", in spite of the negative contribution
of the resonance region, and it is clear that yet another effect is at 'work.
This is confirmed by the comparison of GRS with and without hyperfine structure
given in Table XVIII (for p 0.4).

TABLE XVIII

Comparison of GRS with and without hyperfine structure for two
clusters with the same fuel volume, according to the 5-group scheme

GRS

RIPPLE INCLUSTER

37/0.5/525/2.0/9.5

GRS

RIPPLE OUT

1.7456

1.6977

1.7186. . ..

6W/O.3827/525/2.0/9.5 1.6767

The simple expectation is that, with RIPPLE switched out, GRS should be
independent of pin size. This simple expectation is based on the assumption
that the detailed disposition of the pins is not important. Table XVIII
suggests that this assumption must be wrong, and a limited survey has therefore
been made of the effect of pin position.

4.6. The effect of Pin position. This has been studied in a 37/0.5/525/2.0 Co
lattice at three pitches. In the normal lattice of this kind, the pins are
regularly arrayed. Two further cores of this kind have been studied, in which
the pins are first packed as closely as possible round the central' pin ("Close-
packed" cluster) and a second in which all except the central fuel pin are
pushed as near to the pressure tube as possible ("Edge-packed" cluster). These
three types of fuel arrangement are compared in Figure 13, and their void
coefficients are compared in Table XIX.

TABLE XIX

Comparison of V0 for 3 different arrangements
ding to the 5-group scheme

of fuel, accor-

8.84- 9.5" 21.02"

Close-paoked 4.18 5.50 7.53

Norma.42 2.75 4.75

Edge-packed 2.4 3.24 4.30
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It will be seen that close-packing produces a rather disastrous increase in
void coefficient, and that the regular arrangement is to be preferred except at
large lattice pitches.

It is found that kX is strongly affected by fuel position, being as -much
as 8% lower in the close-packed arrangement than in the normal one. The break-
down of this variation given in Table XX is very instructive.

TABLE XX

Variation of p and
according

with fuel arrangement,
to he 5-group scheme

* Fuel p (71A
arrangement p 0.4 e = 0.8  p 0. 4  mu 0.8

Close-packed .8030 .8413 1.3490 1.2464.

- .0383 + .1026

Normal ( .7922 .8316 1.3813 1.3071

- 0 .0394 + .0742

Edge-packed g .7950 .8348 1.4189 1.3366

- .0398 + .0823

p is lower in the normal arrangement than in either of the packed ones, since
in the normal arrangement the pin spacing is wider and the Danooff correction
less. The contribution of p to the void coefficient is not much affected by
fuel arrangement. increases very strongly as fuel is moved from the
centre of the coolant channel to its edge: the contribution of thermal effects
to Vc is minimised by a regular arrangement of the pins.

These results are also a warning against over-literal use of the contour
maps of Figures 24 to 28 (described in section 4.8 below): it is clear that
these maps are only valid for regular fuel arrays. It should also be mentioned
that the effects discussed in this section are difficult to calculate, and it
should not necessarily be assumed that the 5-group scheme is predicting them
correotly.

4.7. The effect of pressure and calandria tube thickness. The positive
contribution of (nj)4 to V0 is due to competition between U-235 and H for
.thermal neutrons. The introduction of parasitic absorbers must reduce this
contribution by reducing the competing effect of the H. (This argument can
be formalised after the manner of sub-section 4.2).



An analysis has been carried out on a 37/0.5/2/525 system at various
pitches and with two calandria tube thicknesses. The calandria tube was
thickened into the air gap rather than the moderator, thus maintaining the value
of y. The results of this analysis are given in Table XXI. The conclusion
above is borne out, namely that the void coefficient decreases with an increase
in calandria tube thickness.

TABLE XXI.

Dependence of VO on pitch for a 37/0.5/
2.0/525 core with two different calandria

thicknesses, aocording to the 5-group scheme

8.84" 9.5" 11.02"

V (1) 1.22 2.50 4.53

V0 (2) 1,42 2.75 4.75

Vo (1) is the void coefficient value with the thick calandria tube, V0 (2)

that with the thin (standard) one, both calandrias being made of aluminium.

C.T. thickness (1) = 0.319".

C.T. thickness (2) = 0.192"

Although V0 does decrease as the calaniria tube is made thicker, the change is
too smafl for there to be any incentive to use a calandria (and pressure) tube
any thicker than is demanded by engineering considerations.

These results have been further analysed to show the variation
and p for the two cores; these values are displayed in Table XXII.

1 cat be seen that, as is expected, increasing the thickness of the calandria
tube reduces (4)t substantially with little effect on the other components
of k.,.
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TABLE XXII

Breakdown of kin for a 37/0.5/2.0/525
core with two different calandria thick-
nesses a6oording to the 5-group scheme

THICK
(1)

THI
(2)

Pitch (% (_f)____

884" 0.8 1.2818 0.4-925 0.8136
0.4 1.3509 0.4907 0.7628

....... * .... *..*-.**S * *** ..... ..... *.....-ss*

9.5" 0.8 1.274.7 0.4890 0.8270

0.4 1.3458 0.X905 0.7869

11.02" 0.8 1.2611 0.5037 0.8544
0.4. 1.3362 0.5104 0.8301

8.84" 0.8 1.3129 0.4.976 0.8154
0.4 1.3854 . 0.4961 0.7650

955" 0.8 1.3071 0.5028 0.8316

0.4. 1.3813 0.5042 0.7922

01102" .08 1.2956 0.5200 0.8592
0.4. 1.3729 0.5271 0.8356

The effect of thickening the pressure tube has not been studied in detail,
but there is every reason to expect that it will be similar to that of thickening
the oalandria tube.

4.8. Graphical representation of void coefficient variation. In the previous
sections it has been shown that the void coefficient of reactivity increases
with both y = VD /VU0 2  and x = VH2 Q/VUO2, and that it decreases with enrich-
ment. Several other effects have also been discussed. It would be useful if
anl these effects could be simultaneously displayed, and the general behaviour
of the void coefficient made evident. The sets of results and graphs given
below is an attempt to achieve this, Figures 14 to 23 are a graphical display
of all the results quoted in Tables XXIII to XXVII (which are brought together
at the end of this sub-section). These figures are plots of the void coefficient
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against y for several x values, at fixed enrichment and pin size according to
the 5-group scheme (figures 14 to 18) and the 2-group scheme (figures 19 to 23).
The enrichments and pin sizes so far studied in sufficient detail to permit the
construction of such tables and graphs are 1.28 Co 0.5", 1.6 Co 0.3f" 2 Co 0.5",
2.5 Co 0.3", 2.5 Co 0.5".

The subsequent five figures, (figures 24 to 28) are constructed from these
to give contours of constant void coefficient. For example, the 1% void
coefficient line according to the 5-group scheme for the 1.28 Co 0.5" cores shown
in figure 24 is constructed by plotting the values of x and y at -which the three
curves in figure 134. intersect the 1% void coefficient line. In this way the
expected value of void coefficient for any of the experimental assemblies in the
standard pressure and calandria tubes can be read off at a glance. (The fuels
listed at the end of the previous paragraph are the four main types of enriched
oxide which are currently - June 1962 - held in store at Winfirith together with
an additional "imaginary" fuel, namely 2.0 Co 0.5", which was included to clarify
the effect of enrichment).

The information which has been detailed in the previous sections is all
contained in these contour maps of figures 24 to 28. For example it is
immediately evident that the void coefficient increases with increasing
y = V 2 (/VH 20 ratio, and that this increase is marked. It is also apparent that
the void coefficient in all cases shows an increase with increasing x = VH 2 c/Vuo2 .

The decrease of void coefficient with increasing enrichment can be seen by
comparing figures'24 and 28 for the 1.28 Co 0.5" and 2.5 Co 0.5" fuels. This
decrease is very pronounced. An increase in enrichment of this magnitude can
be seen to cause almost 2% reduction in Vc.

It is evident from all these
figures that the >-group scheme always gives a more positive void coefficient
than the 2-group scheme, and that the differences between the predictions of the
two schemes is very variable. A comparison of figures 24 and 28 shows that the
difference. between the two schemes increases with enrichment, while figures 27
and 28 show that this difference also increases with pin size.

/Table XXIII .......
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TABLE xXIi

1.28 Co 0.5"

Equivalent 18.84" 9.5 i 1.02"
square pitch '88" 9 5

Cluster type VO y VO y V_ Y

5 37/0.5/525 (x = 1.635) 2.50 6.227 3.67 7.955 5.47 12.392

gr 37/0.5/503 (x = 1.390) 2.04 6.562 3.14 8.290 4.77 12.727
37/0.5/452 (x 0.844) 1.33 7.243 2.21 8.970 3.39 13.408

37/0.5/525 (x = 1.635) 1.82 6.227 2.91 7.955 4.59 12.392

37/0.5/503 (x = 1.390) 0.93 6.562 2.00 8.290 3.59 12.727
group

37/0.5/452 (x = 0.844) 0.51 7.243 1.35 8.970 .2.49 13.408

TABLE XXIV

1.6 co 0.3" -

Equivalent
squcre pitch ' 8.84" 9.5" 11.02"

Cluster type e V0  y VO y VO y

( 90/0.3/580 (x = 2.552) 2.94 5.833 4.17 7.751 6.08 12.678

5 90/0.3/525 (x 1.789) 1.65 6.914 2.80 8.832 4.46 13.759
group

90/0.3/485 (x = 1.30) 1.32 7.607 2.30 9.525 3-67 14.452
............. t...... ...... .. ....... .. ..... ....... 000.. 00.... .....

C 90/0.3/580 (x = 2.552) 2.73 5.833 3.88 7.751 5.85 12.678

2 90/0.3/525 (x = 1.789) 1.35 6.914 2.49 8.832 4.22 13.759
group

90/0.3/485 (x = 1.30) 0.83 7.607 1.88 9.525 3.41 14.452
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TABLE XXV

2 Co 0.5"

5t

group

2(.2 (

group

group

Equivalent
square pitch-> 8.84" 9.5" 11.02"

Cluster type 4 V: y Vc y Y

37/0.5/525 (x = 1.635) 1.22 6.227 2.50 7.955 4.53 12.392

37/0.5/503 (x = 1.390) 1.08 6.562 2.34 8.290 4.20 12.727

37/0.5/452 (x = 0.844) 0.72 7.243 1.70 8.970 3.07 13.408
............................... ....... ...... ....... ...... .......

37/0.5/525 (x = 1.635) 0.15 6.227 1.45 7.955 3.4.5 12.392

37/0.5/503 (x = 1.390) _0.45 6.562 0.82 8.290 2.71' 12.727

37/0.5/452 (x = 0.844) -0.19 7.243 0.89 8.970 2.J+3 13.408

TABLE XXVI

2.5 Co 0.3"

Equivalent 81V95 101
square pitch + 8.84" 9*5" 11.02"

Cluster type V0  y V0  y V0  y

90/0.3/580 (x = 2.552) 1.25 5.833 2.68 7.751 4.91 12.678

90/0.3/525 (x = 1.789) 0.40 6.914 1.71 8.832 3.66 13.759

90/0.3/485 (x = 1.30) 0.47 7.607 1.53 9.525 3.11' 14.452

90/0.3/580 (x = 2.552) 0.54. 5.833 1.88 7.751. 4.03 12.678,

90/0.3/525 (x = 1.789) -0.4.3 6.914 0.89 8.832 2.92 13.759

90/0.3/485 (x = 1.30) -0.55 7.607 0.67 9.525 2.46 14.|452
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TABL. XXNII

2.5 Co 0.5"

gro5up

2r

1ru

*Equivalent U0
square pitoh 8.84" 9.5" n.02"
Cluster type V y V0  y V 0  Y

37/0.5/525 (x - 1.635) 0.60 6.227 2.01 7.955 4.16 12.392

37/0.5/503 (x = 1.390) 0.43 6.562 1.76 8.290 3.73 12.727

37/0.5/452 (x = 0.844) 0.21 7.243 1.24 8.970 2.69 13.408

37/0.5/525 (x - 1.635) -0.78. 6.227 0.60 7.955 2.83 12.392

37/0.5/503 (x = 1.390) -1.20 6.562 0.16 8.290 2.18 12.727

37/0.5/452 (x = 0.844) -0.72 7.243 0.42 8.970 1.80 13.408
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5 Conclusions from this study

The following conclusions are based on 5-group calculations for cold,.
clean systems:-

(i) The void coefficient increases a8 y = VD20VU02  is increg
Figure 28 shows that for 0.5" 2.5 Co fuel, which is quite
similcr to that of the new power reactor

( 3a X = - 0°75 7%7 approximatell

ased.'

t

The subscript x indicates that the coefficient is evaluated
holding x constant: x and y are made equal to 1.10 and 6.87
respectively, their values for the new power reactor. 'For
this reactor, a 0.5" increase in pitch increases y by 1.074 and
therefore increases Vo by 0.81.o. A pitch decrease of 0.5"
will produce an arithmetically greater change in VO, since the
variation of VC witb y becomes more pronounced as y is reduced.

(ii) The void

For 0.5"
coefficient increases as x =VH20VU02 is increased.
2.5 Co fuel

( Tic5
= O.' Lt approximetely

D'X

with y=6.87 and r=l.l0. It should be stressed that this
coefficient is evaluated at constant y and not at constant pitch.

(iii) The void coefficient is insensitive to coolant and moderator
temperatures.

(iv) The void coefficient decreases as the enrichment is increased.
Figures 24 and 28 show that for 0.5" fuel with x = ,.10
y = 6.87 (the velues appropriate to the new power reactor).

.-- - -I0l
zca, approximately

(v) The void coefficient decreases slightly as the pin diameter is
increased from 0.3" to 0.4", and then increases quite markedly
as the diameter is further increased to 0.5".

(vi) The void coeffioier.t is sensitive to fuel disposition, and is
minimised by a regular arrangement (except at very wide pitches):
close-packing round a central pin produces a greater increase
than close.-packing up against the pressure tube.

(vii) The void coefficient decreases as the pressure and calandria
tube thicknesses are increased.
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The predictions (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (vii) on the effects of
moderator and coolant volume and temperature, and on the effects of enrichment
and tube thickness, are in qualitative accord with simple theoretical studies.
It seems highly likely that they are qualitatively correct and will be confirmed
by experiment and by th3 use of more detailed theoretical methods: the limited
information so far available (3, 12) is encouraging on this point. (The
numbers quoted in (i), (ii) and (iv) will no doubt require adjustment).

The predictions (i) to (iv) above are confirmed by the 2-group scheme.
This scheme also predicts an increase in Vo as the pin diameter is increased
from 0.3" to 0.5": the effect of intermediate pin sizes, of fuel disposition
and of tube thickness has not been studied with this scheme.

The 5-group value of V0 is always greater than the 2-group value. The
difference is insensitive to x and y, but increases strongly with both enrichment
and pin size.
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6. Implications for the design of a power reactor

6.0 Present indications are that a design which is relatively simple to
engineer and which makes best use of the fuel will have rather too high a
void coefficient at the start of life. This section has therefore been
written to show how the void coefficient may be reduced. However, if a
reactor was found to have too low a void coefficient at any stage of its
irradiation history, the remarks below also indicate how the void
coefficient might be increased.

6.1 Pitch reduction is the most powerful mechanism for bringing down VO.
This has been known for some time, and the pitch of the new 37-rod power
reactor is already at the minimum value fixed by engineering considerations.
It seems (16) that this minimum value is not low enough, and that other
methods of reducing the total moderating power of the cell must be
considered (the theory of sub-section 3.3 makes it clear that this is the
overriding criterion). One method of doing this is to increase the
calandria tube radius, thus increasing the width of the air gap between
the pressure and calandria tubes. Another possibility is the use of
displacement tubes in the moderator: these could be flooded if the void
coefficient became too negative as irradiation proceeded.

6.2 Reduction of water volume can make a small but useful contribution to.
the diminution of Vc . However, the calandria tube radius must not be
reduced as well, or the resulting increase in bulk moderator volume will
nearly cancel the effect of squeezing out light water.

6.3 An increase of enrichment from 2.0 to 2.5 Co will reduce Vc by about
0.5ru. Since fuel cost is relatively insensitive to initial enrichment,
this method seems worth considering. However, before it could be used a
careful examination of the change of V0 with irradiation would be needed.

6.4 If the 5-group scheme is to be believed on this point, the change
from the 0.43" pins of tho old 61 rod power reactor to the 0.566" pins of
the new 37 rod reactor has increased the void coefficient by more than 1%
(this increase has been more than compensated by other changes in the
design). A reduction of pin size seems to be.a possible method of
reducing Vc, though it will increase the fuel fabrication charge.

6.5 According to the 5-group scheme it is important to keep the fuel
arrangement regular: packing near the pressure tube would be less
damaging then packing round the central pin.

6.6 Differential enrichment has often been discussed as a possible
method of reducing power peaking in the fuel cluster. Studies by Technical
Assessment and Services Division, Winfrith (16) show that a differentially
enriched cluster has a higher void coefficient than a uniform cluster of
the same mean enrichment. This is to be expected in the light of the
arguments presented in this Report, since the fuel of highest enrichment
is being placed in the lowest thermal flux, and the mean thermal
oross-section of the fuel is reduced by the differential enrichment.
From the point of view of this section, the void coefficient could be
reduced by differential enrichment, but this would require the most
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highly enriched fuel to be placed on the outside of the cluster, and would
aggravate the flux peaking.

7. Implications for the speoifioation of an experimental programme

7.0. As far as void coefficient is oonoerned, the aims of the Water
Reactor Physics Division's experimental programme on SGHW are:

(i) To make experiments on cores reasonably similar to that
of the new power reactor.

(ii) To demonstrate that SGHW designs with near-zero coefficients
are possible.

(iii) To test the general correctness of the predictions of the
5-group scheme, and in particular to compare them with those
of the 2-group scheme.

7.1. Since it is a design objective that the void coefficient of the
power reactor should be near zero, the first two aims are very similar
and we shall di-ouss them together. The salient parameters of the new
37 rod power reactor are (17):

x = VH2 /VU0 2  = 1.105
y = p= 6.87

number of fuel rods/oluster 37

fuel diameter = 0.566"

fuel enrichment: not specified, but 2.2 Co is a possible value.

canning: zircaloy 0.15" thick

I.D. of pressure tube = 5.1"

It is not possible to mock this up exactly with the materials available at
Winfrith at the time of writing (June, 1962). The largest fuel is 0.5"
in diameter, ond this is available at enrichments of 1.28 Co and 2.5 Co,
canned in 0.036"1 Al in both cases: the latter enrichment is clearly the
more suitable for this simulation. Two pressure tubes are available which
will accommodate a 37 rod cluster of this fuel. The smaller, with an
I.D. of 4.52", gives an x-value of 0,844, which is rather too small; the
larger, with an I.D. of 5.25", gives x = 1.635, which is considerably too
large. (These values take into account the tie-tubes which, in the
experimental assemblies, surround 3 of the fuel rods). Experiments are
obviously required in both sizes of pressure tube, with more emphasis on
the smaller tube which gives the x-value nearer to that of the power
reactor.
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7.2. With the lattice plates now available, cores can be built in the sub-
critical assemblies SGHW I and SGEw II on the following 3 pitches:

9.5" At - equivalent to 8.84" square

9.5" square

11.84" W r - equivalent to 11.02" square

In the reactor DIUPLE, only the 9.5" square pitch is available. Table XXVIII
shows the y values obtained by building 37 rod clusters of 0.5" pins in 4.52"
and 5.25" pressure tubes on these pitches.

TABLE XXVIII

Cluster Pitch 8.84" 9.5" 11.02"

37/0.5/452 7.243 8.970 13.41

37/0.5/525 6.227 7.955 12.39

The table shows that only the two smallest pitches are relevant to a study of
the new power reactor, and that with the smaller pressure tube even the smallest
pitch is a little too large. The 452 and 525 pressure tubes are normally used
with calandria tubes of internal diameters 5.52" and 6.24" respectively. The
large (6.24") calandria will be combined with the small pressure tube on the
9.5" triangular pitch to give

x = 0.844, y = 6.227

These values are both lower than those for the power reactor (x: 1.105, y = 6.87)
This core Bakes it possible to bracket both the x and y values of the new power
reactor, and it has the added advantage that this enlargement of the air gap is
(as noted in 6.1) a possible method of reducing VO in practice.

7.3. It is considered to be very desirable that at least one experiment should
be done with values of x and y that are really near to those of the newt power
reactor (1.10 and 6.87 respectively). A survey of all possible combinations
shows that a 43 rod cluster of 0.5" pins in a 5.25" pressure tube on a 9.5" square
pitch gives

x = 1.20, y = 6.85

These are obviously a fair approximation to the power reactor values. The
drawbacks of this simulation are that arn arrangement of 43 rods in a circular
tube is necessarily irre ular, and that it will be necessary to use mixed enrioh-
ment (1.28 Co and 2.5 Co) to get a core large enough for the measured buckling to
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be really accurate. Nonetheless, it is thought that the experiment is well
worth making.

7.4. In the fine-struoture stack SGHW II, the "coolant" can be heated to 9000.
This will make it possible to oonfirmi the theoretical prediction that V is
insensitive to coolant temperature. c

7.5. A full discussion of the techniques which are being used to check the
predictions of the 5-group scheme against experiment, and of the detailed
selection of cores for experimental study, will be given elsewhere.. However,
a comparison of the 5-group and 2-group schemes can best be made on that core
for which the difference between them is greatest. A comparison of figures 24
to 28 shows that this core should be constructed with the 2.5 Co 0.5" fuel.
An x-value of about 1.4 would maximise the difference, but cannot be achieved
with the available rressure tubes: of the tubes nor available, the 525 will
give slightly the larger difference. Unfortunately, only 1 tonne of the
2.5 Co 0.5" fuel is available, and this is not sufficient to permit the building
of a critical assembly of reasonable size in DIMPLE: on the other hand the
resulting core is too reactive for sub-critioal work at the present stage of
the experimental programme. As a compromise, a 90/0.3"/2.5Co/525 core has been
chosen as the first loading of DIMPLE, since 2 tonnes of the 2.5 Co 0.3" fuel
are available. Although the pin size is rather small, the high enrichment
should help in distinguishing between the 2 - and 5. - group schemes.
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APPENDIX

Deduction of some formulae oited in Section 4

In the 5-group-scheme,

- as = (114%t F _, 610@ O' - O) (A.l)

Ignoring the variation of. and with , we have

S% = U) 4 J as
Then from the definition of void coeffioient given in equation (2.1)

IDc = W _ I 0 |(A.2)

Now the oh" cited in equation (A.l) is actually the non-oapture probability
in the whole of the fast group. However the variation of this quantity with

j is vexr similar to that of ta, the escape probability in group 3. From the
formulae given in sub-section 3.3o we have

ho; os 8 36 (XP, + S. _ O." as66i'
0 SB L (XP -S) -t 0 S* Claois (A.3)

(epithermal capture in U-235 being ignored). From (A.3)

?i3= o*sabo Cr,
I b s3Gcxp +S) + ° ' 54 <3,a

whence equation (4.1) follows at once.

The variation of Ve with W_ can be dealt with in the same
although the variation of (I f0\ with xcannot be neglected.

sort of way,
We have

Ky4 X 100 )w & 4-I
axp:oMB

- '°°, E [(11 f % - (hl} {0{ 9 ) CIL 4-+
~ ax I at0.8
,,(~P p u

by arguments identical with those used above. Now from equation (3.3)
may be written

I - = Oe-+p
fLb oe I (A.4)

tv and 0 being constants Cif we -ignore the variation Of , with x which
implies that we should also ignore the variation of (t1j k r From (A.4.)

faxr - ollo fw
. from which equation (4.4 follows.
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VARIATION OF VOID COEFFICIENT
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VARIATION OFVOID COEFFICIENT WITH .
COOLANT TO FUEL VOLUME RATIO FOR
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VARIATION OF VOID COEFFICIENT WITH COOLANT
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VARIATION OF VOID COEFFICIENT WITH
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ILLUSTRATION OF THE CLOSE- PACKED, NORMAL
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